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Yeah yeah yeah
I sit dreams till the wills fall off
so my .. to the music got the deals all off
keep my mind on the money, my money ..my ..
let's go can't get cash for ..
no .. we can keep the .. no fly by night
..a young Jedi, living on the edge I'm dancing on the ..
looking down middle finger to the people on the
ground
they tell me i couldn't fly
so i put a couple mountains in my way that i can climb
but I'm .. the party in my wings like ..
and now I'm not afraid to burry all.

Sorry, i got a problem, me and .. but I'm not a ..in the
sky.. top me
and now i carry on, I'm the blessed .. I;m in the wind
that's why they call it the fresh air

Chorus
I'm so fly, every time I'm walking by
all the girly say hi, I'm just doing what i want
I'm the coolest the fonz.

I really stay fly but not in the sense of heights
not like airplanes in the sense ..
and if i could and i would .. pipe
'cause that's sort like feeling that i get when I'm right
calling ... we can meet at the airport from there on
we're living life without a carry on
super fly ..i got a couple more stairs..I'm not scared at
all
not at all, not even a little bit
the birds..everything looking different
yeah i got a brand new angle, ..on my shoulder ..
put the new halo .. so when .. I'ma say so.

Chorus:
I'm so fly, every time I'm walking by
all the girly say hi, I'm just doing what i want
I'm the coolest the fonz.
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I'm so fly, every time I'm walking by
all the girly say hi, I'm just doing what i want
I'm the coolest the fonz.

I'm see em dancing on the roof top
so put another .. in the jew box
turn it up, turn it up let's go
bring it to your ..blow
everybody say ohh, ohh, ohh
I'm the coolest sense ice,, I'm the coolest .sense ice

[Chorus:]

Thanks to garbo
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